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Mysteries
• They will arise because God put it there for you to fi nd
• They aren’t on your radar because you didn’t know what you didn’t know
• That is a paradigm shift

A Paradigm is a pattern or model of something that can shape your world view
• Jesus was good at shaping people’s paradigms
• Paradigm shifts often include a violent end to an old point of view

The gift of prophecy is not the messages that you’re receiving, it’s the ability to receive those 
messages

• Some psychics have a true revelatory gift that actually came from God in the beginning. 

“For the gifts and the calling of God are irrevocable” (Romans 11:29).

Psychics aren’t hearing from God when they’re reading people
• It’s the ability to hear that is the gift, not the message itself
• The gift is like a satellite dish that can receive communication in the spiritual realm

Psychics can have a true spiritual gift from God—but it’s a qualifi ed gift
• That doesn’t mean they’re hearing from God
• The gift is like a satellite dish
• God is like a satellite
• The dish needs a satellite to communicate with 
• A person who hears from God is like a dish that is tuned and directed to a satellite (God)
• Psychics who do not know or serve God do not receive signals from Him
• He may have sent them messages at one time, but they have stopped coming

When Psychics stopped receiving signals from God, they turned to other sources to receive signals
• Dark forces have another signal
• Dark forces are always looking for ways to capture someone’s gift

God is not merciful to the point of not being just by condoning your sin
• This is why God stops sending the signal

There are only two sources: God and not God

The Mystery of
Prophets & Psychics
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Compulsion (the vacuum of the gift)
• The lack of revelation creates a vacuum or a void in the person
• They want to fill that void
• They search out a substitute
• The source will be in the form of a familiar spirit

A familiar spirit shares information with each other and then makes that information available to 
the psychic

• They gather information from what they see and hear
• They can tell you the past
• They provide dark information

The Holy Spirit is the Spirit of Truth
• You can learn truth through the peace He gives inside you
• God has placed His Holy Spirit within us when we accepted Jesus
• Some don’t want the relationship with Him, but just answers

What do familiar spirits get out of a relationship with a psychic?
• They get an indentured servant; a physical body to live in
• They get access to the person the psychic is reading

When you engage with a psychic, tarot card reading, etc, you are engaging in witchcraft
• A person who is born again can be oppressed by a demon

A person who has been involved with a psychic or other occult activity must take steps to close any 
doors that were opened to demonic forces during that time.

• Ask God to forgive you for going to another source
• Come out of agreement with everything ever spoken over you during those encounters
• Ask God to reveal any open door that the enemy has gained from that encounter and ask 

God to close them
• Forgive others—the psychic, tarot card reader, fortune teller, etc.
• Forgive yourself—God will forgive you, there is no need to carry guilt

Revelation and Information are not the same
• Revelation has the power to shape and change the future
• Information has already happened—it’s yesterday’s news, meant to look like revelation
• Familiar spirits try to make information look like revelation

You’ll know true revelation from the peace you feel inside


